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The Fermi GeV excess after more than 10 years …
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We all agree: There is an excess of GeV gamma rays (GCE) toward the Galactic centre measured 
by Fermi-LAT above known astrophysical backgrounds.
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Fermi GeV excess

Where we do not agree:
1. What is the preferred spatial morphology of the excess?
2. What is causing the Fermi GeV excess?
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Figure 1. Flux of the components of the Sample Model (2.2) fitted to the all-sky data. Some templates are

summed together in several groups for presentation. “⇡0 + brems” includes the hadronic and bremsstrahlung

components. “ICS” includes the three IC templates corresponding to the three radiation fields. “Other”

includes Loop I, Sun, Moon, and extended sources. GC excess is modeled by gNFW template with index

� = 1.25. Left: the fluxes of the components integrated over the whole sky except for the PS mask. Right:

the flux of the components integrated inside 10 deg radius from the GC, the model is the same as in the left

plot, the only di↵erence is the area of integration for the flux. The bubbles are not present in the right plot,

since the Sample Model includes the bubbles template defined at latitudes |b| > 10�.

of the GC excess flux with the Sample Model is again shown in Figure 4 top left. There is a moderate

e↵ect on the spectrum at low energies only, where the LAT PSF gets worse.

3.2. Region of Interest Selection

One of the limitations of the template fitting approach we use is that to model gamma-ray emission

from gas we assume that the CR densities depend only on Galactocentric radius and distance from

the Galactic plane, and we rely on GALPROP to accurately predict the morphology of IC emission

at each energy. Therefore, variations of the CR spectrum or mismodeling in one part of the Galaxy

can lead to oversubtraction or unmodeled excesses in other regions.

One way to moderate this type of e↵ect is to restrict the fitting procedure to a smaller region of

interest around the GC, so that there is more freedom to reproduce the features in the data for this

specific part of the sky. To gauge the e↵ect on the spectrum of the GC excess, we repeat the analysis

in §2.2 restricting the ROI to some square regions: |b|, |`| < 10�, 20�, 30�. In this subsection we use

maps with order 7 resolution (for all-sky fits we use adaptive resolution as discussed in §2.1), which

gives more than one thousand pixels even for |b|, |`| < 10� case. This is generally su�cient to resolve

 [Fermi collab. ApJ 840 (2017) 1]
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What produces the excess?
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The excess is tantalising since it coincides well with the expectations for the sought-after signal of  
dark matter pair-annihilation in the Galactic centre. However, unresolved populations of 
gamma-ray sources are a strong contender! [See D. Hooper, arXiv:2209.14370 for a different view.]
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Figure II.12: Schematic summary of DM search strategies based on the interactions of DM
with itself and SM particles. The circular shaded area is a placeholder for new physics
couplings and interactions which depend on a particular model. While the depicted situation
is only valid for thermally produced DM like WIMPs, some of the search strategies may be
nonetheless applicable to particle DM candidates with non-thermal production mechanisms
like axions and sterile neutrinos.

A schematic overview of how to turn these interactions into DM detection
strategies is shown in Fig. II.12. There are three main avenues:

• Direct detection: Based on interactions of the kind c + SM ! c + SM
describing two-body scattering processes. If DM existed, we should be
able to directly observe such scattering events with ordinary matter in
laboratory experiments.

• Indirect detection: Based on interactions of the kind c + c ! SM +
SM which refer to DM self-annihilation into SM final states. The idea
is to look for these SM final states among the plethora of cosmic rays
penetrating the Earth’s atmosphere. Depending on the exact DM model,
DM decays into SM particles also provide signals suitable for indirect
detection techniques.

• Collider searches: Based on interactions of the kind SM + SM ! c + c
encompassing all DM pair-production processes due to the interaction
of SM particles. Such interactions should occur at high-energy particle
colliders like the LHC and manifest themselves as missing momentum
or energy in the detected final states.

In this section, we provide a short summary of the overall scope of these three
DM search avenues highlighting current results, disputable detection claims
and constraints on the properties and nature of mainly thermally produced
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Thermal dark matter Unresolved Galactic source population 
(here: millisecond pulsars [MSPs])

[credit: NASA]

supported by (incomplete collection):
[R. Bartels et al., PRL 116 (2016) 5];  
[R. Bartels et al., Nature Astron. 2 (2018) 10]; 
[O. Macias et al., JCAP 09 (2019) 042];
[F. Calore et al., PRL 127 (2021) 16];
[M. Pohl et al., ApJ 929 (2022) 2]

VS.

supported by (incomplete collection): 
[Fermi collab. ApJ 840 (2017) 1];
[R. K. Leane and T. R. Slatyer, PRL 123 (2019) 24]; 
[M. di Mauro, PRD 103 (2021) 6]; [I. Cholis et al., PRD 105 (2022) 10];
[S. D. McDermott et al., arXiv:2209.00006]

Can simulation-based inference (SBI) result in a more robust answer given a very detailed 
model of the region never employed before?

Swyft Workshop, Amsterdam 2023
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How machine learning/SBI can help
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A decisive feature* of the GeV excess is its photon clustering behaviour, spectrally they can be almost

identical. *but not the only one.

DM annihilation 
(smooth morphology,  

Poisson-distributed photon events)

Faint millisecond pulsar population 
(photon clustering on small scales, 
non-Poissonian noise component)
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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1 - 2 GeV  
energy band

• Traditional likelihood methods cannot explore this difference in any practical way (probabilistic 
nature of point source locations and fluxes!)


• Effective methods have been proposed: non-Poissonian template fitting, wavelet analysis. 
These approaches seem to prefer an excess due to MSPs (e.g. [M. Buschmann et al. PRD 102 (2020) 2]; [R. Bartels et 

al., PRL 116 (2016) 5]).

• Machine learning is much better at detecting such features in images and SBI offers us a way 

to properly and efficiently work with a realistic physical model (including our ignorance).
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expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
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Bucket list for SBI and the GCE 
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The application of SBI to the GCE cannot be immediate* since all the work needs to go first into 
developing a realistic forward model. That’s the whole point of the method!

Swyft Workshop, Amsterdam 2023

Localised gamma-ray point-like 
and extended sources: 

known populations, (position-dependent) detection 
threshold, emission from unresolved population 

fraction, source classification, …

GCE hypotheses: 
spatial/spectral properties of bulge MSPs, DM density in 
central part of the MW (baryonic feedback?), DM particle 

model, other astrophysical signals

Diffuse emission in the Galactic centre: 
diffuse emission from charged cosmic rays impinging on interstellar 

medium, gas distribution on small scales, 
Interstellar radiation fields, cosmic ray propagation parameters, quality of 

cosmic-ray transport solvers (GALPROP, DRAGON), Fermi Bubbles 

*SBI already   
  applied to GCE   
  (normalising flows)

[S. Mishra-Sharma, K. Cranmer, 

PRD 105 (2022) 6] 
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The application of SBI to the GCE cannot be immediate since all the work needs to go first into 
developing a realistic forward model. That’s the whole point of the method!

Swyft Workshop, Amsterdam 2023

Localised gamma-ray point-like 
and extended sources: 

known populations, (position-dependent) detection 
threshold, emission from unresolved population 

fraction, source association, …

GCE hypotheses: 
spatial/spectral properties of bulge MSPs, DM density in 
central part of the MW (baryonic feedback?), DM particle 

model, other astrophysical signals

Diffuse emission in the Galactic centre: 
diffuse emission from charged cosmic rays impinging on interstellar 

medium, gas distribution on small scales, 
Interstellar radiation fields, cosmic ray propagation parameters, quality of 

cosmic-ray transport solvers (GALPROP, DRAGON), Fermi Bubbles 

Let’s face one problem at the tim
e and start w

ith the point sources!

(In fact, splittin
g the work may be even more efficient —> we are working on that)

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr


Detection is truncation: Inferring source population parameters 
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A pioneering work of Noemi and Christoph [Anau Montel, Weniger, arXiv:2211.04291]  has shown that SBI can  
be used to perform all steps of a typical gamma-ray analysis pipeline: 

1. Identifying detected sources via requirement to lie above a flux threshold  (or counts).

2. Derive the detection sensitivity of the pipeline for each position given the model. 

—————————————————————————————————————————— 
Split population in detected and sub-threshold part. —> Truncation of simulation model 
——————————————————————————————————————————


3. Infer population parameters from sub-threshold part of population.

4. Infer population parameters with detected sources.


 

Fth

Swyft Workshop, Amsterdam 2023
Figure 1: Illustration of our inference framework (see section 2 for details). Left panel: A source
detection network r1 and the corresponding sensitivity network r2 are trained based on the full
simulation model. Right panel: Bright sources are constrained in the truncated simulation model,
while sub-threshold sources vary freely. Two inference networks are trained to capture information
from sub-threshold sources (r3) and detected sources (r4).

Detection as truncation Truncating source priors in eq. (1) is difficult due to the the label switching76

problem (x is invariant under relabeling sources). However, once specific sources are detected,77

they can be labeled and ordered. Let us assume that Ndet sources were detected by the ratio78

estimator in eq. (2) in the regions Ri with i = 1, . . . , Ndet for a given observation of reference79

xo. Our ansatz for the indicator function, which selects a specific prior region, is Ixo(~sdet) =80 QNdet

i=1 Ixo(⌦i 2 Ri)Ixo(Fi � Fth) . Our truncation strategy is now to focus on the parameter space81

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1 for our data of interest xo. We can then write our truncated model as82

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#, Ixo(~sdet)) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#, Ixo(~sdet))p(~ssub|#)p(#)p(Ixo(~sdet)|#). (5)

Population parameters inference with truncation Given some observation xo, we want to83

estimate the posterior p(#|xo). Since the truncation affects parameters ~sdet whose prior depends on84

population parameters #, the truncation volume is not a constant factor, and the procedure requires85

extra care. We can estimate the posterior p(#|x) by considering the ratio86

r(#;x) =
p(#|x)
p(#)

'
p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)
=

p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)| {z }
⌘r3(#;x|Ixo (~sdet)=1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)| {z }
⌘r(#;Ixo (~sdet)=1)

. (6)

The second step in eq. (6) corresponds to the truncation approximation. It is exact (in the sense87

of leaving p(#|xo) unaffected) in the limit where p(xo|Ixo(~sdet) = 0) ! 0. Training that ratio88

estimator directly with TMNRE would be challenging since Ixo(~sdet) = 1 has very small support in89

the training data. Instead, we split the ratio into two computationally feasible ratios (this is in spirit90

similar to the telescoping ratio estimation approach presented in Rhodes et al. [20].91

The first ratio, r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1), can be estimated by training a peak-count network [21–23]92

on targeted data, that is truncated to Ixo(~sdet) = 1. The second ratio can be estimated as93

r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1) =
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1|#)
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)

p(~sdet)Ixo(~sdet)

p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)
=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)| {z }

⌘r4(~sdet;#)

p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) , (7)

so it can be estimated by training a network on detected sources lists on un-truncated training data.94

In practice, we generate weighted samples from the full posterior p(#|x) by sampling #,~sdet ⇠95

p(#)p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) with weights w = r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) · r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1).96

In the process, we trained four ratio estimation networks that are directly connected with traditional97

source analysis pipeline components: r1(⌦, Fth;x) performs source detection; r2(d;F,⌦,x) is the98

source sensitivity function; r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) constraints # based on sub-threshold sources99

(because detected sources are assumed to be fixed in the parameter space where Ixo(~sdet) = 1); and100

r4(~sdet;#) constraints # using the detected sources catalog. We show a schematic overview of the101

inference framework used in this work in fig. 1.102
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Typical image of a disc pulsar population Underlying hierarchical model:

2 Methodology35

Background TMNRE (and NRE in general) performs posterior estimation by solving a binary36

classification problem. Given a model p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z), where x is data, and z a set of37

parameters of interest, one trains a network to distinguish joined samples x, z ⇠ p(x, z) from38

marginal samples x, z ⇠ p(x)p(z). The networks learns to estimate the likelihood-to-evidence39

ratio r(z;x) = p(x|z)/p(x) 2, which we can use to obtain weighted samples from the posterior40

p(z|x) = r(z;x)p(z). In order to improve the network’s learning and maximise the simulator41

efficiency, TMNRE concentrates in stages the regions in parameter space from which training42

examples are drawn based on a target observation. Hence, this truncation scheme restricts the prior43

distribution’s support without modifying its shape, as opposed to other sequential methods that employ44

a posterior estimate as proposal distribution for generating simulations for the next round [15].45

Simulation model We consider here a simple hierarchical source model,46

p(x,~s,#) = p(x|~s)p(#)
YN

i=1
p(si|#) , (1)

where x is the observed sky map, si ⌘ (Fi,⌦i) denotes the flux Fi and position ⌦i of point source47

i, and # ⌘ {N,⌃, h} collects source population parameters, namely the number of sources N , and48

the parameters ⌃ and h that control the flux and spatial distributions respectively. Finally, we add49

instrumental effects to simulated maps. We give more details on the model in appendix A. We show50

examples of our simulated maps in the top row of the left panel of fig. 2.51

Source detection For source detection we consider the following likelihood-to-evidence ratio52

r1(⌦, Fth;x) ⌘
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦|x)
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦)

. (2)

Here, the denominator corresponds to the prior probability of having a source at position ⌦ with a53

flux F � Fth that exceeds some threshold flux Fth. The numerator is the corresponding posterior.54

We model the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2) as an image-to-image neural network that55

solves a binary classification problem in each image pixel. For simulated data, we call a simulated56

source si ‘detected’ when there is a corresponding compact region as function of ⌦ where the57

detection significance is above threshold, r1(⌦, Fth;x) > 5. This effectively leads to a split between58

sources that are clearly identifiable and ‘sub-threshold’ sources that are difficult to detect a individual59

instances. Below, we assign the detection label di = 1 (di = 0) to detected (undetected) sources.60

In order to characterize the split between detected and sub-threshold sources, we introduce a source-61

sensitivity function, S(F,⌦), which provides the probability that a source with flux F and at position62

⌦ would be detected by the ratio estimator in eq. (2). This function can be estimated by training the63

ratio estimator64

r2(d;F,⌦,x) ⌘
p(d|F,⌦,x)

p(d)
(3)

which is marginalised over all other sources and source parameters. By omitting the dependence on65

the map, x, which is then effectively marginalized, the ratio estimator can then simply be modeled66

as a R3 ! R multi-layer perceptron. The source-sensitivity function can then be estimated as67

S(F,⌦) = �(log(p(d=1|F,⌦)
p(d=0|F,⌦) ), where we have introduced the sigmoid function �(y) ⌘ 1/(1 + e�y).68

We can make the concept of source detection part of our model as follows. In a random realization,69

each source i will be either detected, di = 1 (with probability S(Fi,⌦i)), or not detected, di = 070

(with probability 1 � S(Fi,⌦i)). To keep notation simple, we omit di and instead group detected71

and non-detected (sub-treshold) sources together in vectors with corresponding subscripts, and write72

~s ⌘ (~sdet,~ssub). Taking into consideration this split, our model becomes73

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#)p(~ssub|#)p(#) . (4)
Importantly, although p(~sdet/sub|#) depends on the sensitivity function S(Fi,⌦i), the distribution74

of all sources p(~s|#) is the same as in eq. (1).75

2 In the next section we will use the notation r(a; b|c) = p(a,b|c)
p(a|c)p(b|c) , where with ‘|’ we refer to conditioning

on specific variables for all factors in the ratio definition. If necessary, multiple variables are comma separated,
for example r(a, b; c|d) = p(a,b,c|d)

p(a,b|d)p(c|d) . Training conditional ratios is a straight-forward extension of NRE.

2

x :
⃗s : = {(Ci, Ωi)}N

i=1

ϑ :

 observed sky

fundamental population parameters

derived quantities per  
source C = counts,  = 
position

Ω

constrained eventually

ϑ = (N, Σ, h) : Number of sources in image
: width of source population’s luminosity function
: scale height of source distribution above/below Galactic plane

N
Σ
h
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Model produces bright sources everywhere in the allowed  
region of the sky given the model and its priors!

1. How to differentiate between detected and unresolved?
2. What is the probability to detect something at a specific 

position? (sensitivity — depends on crowdedness of  
the region + background)

2 Methodology35

Background TMNRE (and NRE in general) performs posterior estimation by solving a binary36

classification problem. Given a model p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z), where x is data, and z a set of37

parameters of interest, one trains a network to distinguish joined samples x, z ⇠ p(x, z) from38

marginal samples x, z ⇠ p(x)p(z). The networks learns to estimate the likelihood-to-evidence39

ratio r(z;x) = p(x|z)/p(x) 2, which we can use to obtain weighted samples from the posterior40

p(z|x) = r(z;x)p(z). In order to improve the network’s learning and maximise the simulator41

efficiency, TMNRE concentrates in stages the regions in parameter space from which training42

examples are drawn based on a target observation. Hence, this truncation scheme restricts the prior43

distribution’s support without modifying its shape, as opposed to other sequential methods that employ44

a posterior estimate as proposal distribution for generating simulations for the next round [15].45

Simulation model We consider here a simple hierarchical source model,46

p(x,~s,#) = p(x|~s)p(#)
YN

i=1
p(si|#) , (1)

where x is the observed sky map, si ⌘ (Fi,⌦i) denotes the flux Fi and position ⌦i of point source47

i, and # ⌘ {N,⌃, h} collects source population parameters, namely the number of sources N , and48

the parameters ⌃ and h that control the flux and spatial distributions respectively. Finally, we add49

instrumental effects to simulated maps. We give more details on the model in appendix A. We show50

examples of our simulated maps in the top row of the left panel of fig. 2.51

Source detection For source detection we consider the following likelihood-to-evidence ratio52

r1(⌦, Fth;x) ⌘
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦|x)
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦)

. (2)

Here, the denominator corresponds to the prior probability of having a source at position ⌦ with a53

flux F � Fth that exceeds some threshold flux Fth. The numerator is the corresponding posterior.54

We model the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2) as an image-to-image neural network that55

solves a binary classification problem in each image pixel. For simulated data, we call a simulated56

source si ‘detected’ when there is a corresponding compact region as function of ⌦ where the57

detection significance is above threshold, r1(⌦, Fth;x) > 5. This effectively leads to a split between58

sources that are clearly identifiable and ‘sub-threshold’ sources that are difficult to detect a individual59

instances. Below, we assign the detection label di = 1 (di = 0) to detected (undetected) sources.60

In order to characterize the split between detected and sub-threshold sources, we introduce a source-61

sensitivity function, S(F,⌦), which provides the probability that a source with flux F and at position62

⌦ would be detected by the ratio estimator in eq. (2). This function can be estimated by training the63

ratio estimator64

r2(d;F,⌦,x) ⌘
p(d|F,⌦,x)

p(d)
(3)

which is marginalised over all other sources and source parameters. By omitting the dependence on65

the map, x, which is then effectively marginalized, the ratio estimator can then simply be modeled66

as a R3 ! R multi-layer perceptron. The source-sensitivity function can then be estimated as67

S(F,⌦) = �(log(p(d=1|F,⌦)
p(d=0|F,⌦) ), where we have introduced the sigmoid function �(y) ⌘ 1/(1 + e�y).68

We can make the concept of source detection part of our model as follows. In a random realization,69

each source i will be either detected, di = 1 (with probability S(Fi,⌦i)), or not detected, di = 070

(with probability 1 � S(Fi,⌦i)). To keep notation simple, we omit di and instead group detected71

and non-detected (sub-treshold) sources together in vectors with corresponding subscripts, and write72

~s ⌘ (~sdet,~ssub). Taking into consideration this split, our model becomes73

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#)p(~ssub|#)p(#) . (4)
Importantly, although p(~sdet/sub|#) depends on the sensitivity function S(Fi,⌦i), the distribution74

of all sources p(~s|#) is the same as in eq. (1).75

2 In the next section we will use the notation r(a; b|c) = p(a,b|c)
p(a|c)p(b|c) , where with ‘|’ we refer to conditioning

on specific variables for all factors in the ratio definition. If necessary, multiple variables are comma separated,
for example r(a, b; c|d) = p(a,b,c|d)

p(a,b|d)p(c|d) . Training conditional ratios is a straight-forward extension of NRE.

2

Detection answers the question: What is the probability of observing a source at a certain  
position with a number of emitted photons exceeding a certain counts threshold  
(prior, denominator) vs the probability of the same situation given the actual observed sky 
(numerator, posterior).

F ≥ Fth

—> The flux threshold for detection may widely vary across the image. 
—> Definition of detection is:      if found in a compact region around the source.

2 Methodology35

Background TMNRE (and NRE in general) performs posterior estimation by solving a binary36

classification problem. Given a model p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z), where x is data, and z a set of37

parameters of interest, one trains a network to distinguish joined samples x, z ⇠ p(x, z) from38

marginal samples x, z ⇠ p(x)p(z). The networks learns to estimate the likelihood-to-evidence39

ratio r(z;x) = p(x|z)/p(x) 2, which we can use to obtain weighted samples from the posterior40

p(z|x) = r(z;x)p(z). In order to improve the network’s learning and maximise the simulator41

efficiency, TMNRE concentrates in stages the regions in parameter space from which training42

examples are drawn based on a target observation. Hence, this truncation scheme restricts the prior43

distribution’s support without modifying its shape, as opposed to other sequential methods that employ44

a posterior estimate as proposal distribution for generating simulations for the next round [15].45

Simulation model We consider here a simple hierarchical source model,46

p(x,~s,#) = p(x|~s)p(#)
YN

i=1
p(si|#) , (1)

where x is the observed sky map, si ⌘ (Fi,⌦i) denotes the flux Fi and position ⌦i of point source47

i, and # ⌘ {N,⌃, h} collects source population parameters, namely the number of sources N , and48

the parameters ⌃ and h that control the flux and spatial distributions respectively. Finally, we add49

instrumental effects to simulated maps. We give more details on the model in appendix A. We show50

examples of our simulated maps in the top row of the left panel of fig. 2.51

Source detection For source detection we consider the following likelihood-to-evidence ratio52

r1(⌦, Fth;x) ⌘
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦|x)
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦)

. (2)

Here, the denominator corresponds to the prior probability of having a source at position ⌦ with a53

flux F � Fth that exceeds some threshold flux Fth. The numerator is the corresponding posterior.54

We model the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2) as an image-to-image neural network that55

solves a binary classification problem in each image pixel. For simulated data, we call a simulated56

source si ‘detected’ when there is a corresponding compact region as function of ⌦ where the57

detection significance is above threshold, r1(⌦, Fth;x) > 5. This effectively leads to a split between58

sources that are clearly identifiable and ‘sub-threshold’ sources that are difficult to detect a individual59

instances. Below, we assign the detection label di = 1 (di = 0) to detected (undetected) sources.60

In order to characterize the split between detected and sub-threshold sources, we introduce a source-61

sensitivity function, S(F,⌦), which provides the probability that a source with flux F and at position62

⌦ would be detected by the ratio estimator in eq. (2). This function can be estimated by training the63

ratio estimator64

r2(d;F,⌦,x) ⌘
p(d|F,⌦,x)

p(d)
(3)

which is marginalised over all other sources and source parameters. By omitting the dependence on65

the map, x, which is then effectively marginalized, the ratio estimator can then simply be modeled66

as a R3 ! R multi-layer perceptron. The source-sensitivity function can then be estimated as67

S(F,⌦) = �(log(p(d=1|F,⌦)
p(d=0|F,⌦) ), where we have introduced the sigmoid function �(y) ⌘ 1/(1 + e�y).68

We can make the concept of source detection part of our model as follows. In a random realization,69

each source i will be either detected, di = 1 (with probability S(Fi,⌦i)), or not detected, di = 070

(with probability 1 � S(Fi,⌦i)). To keep notation simple, we omit di and instead group detected71

and non-detected (sub-treshold) sources together in vectors with corresponding subscripts, and write72

~s ⌘ (~sdet,~ssub). Taking into consideration this split, our model becomes73

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#)p(~ssub|#)p(#) . (4)
Importantly, although p(~sdet/sub|#) depends on the sensitivity function S(Fi,⌦i), the distribution74

of all sources p(~s|#) is the same as in eq. (1).75

2 In the next section we will use the notation r(a; b|c) = p(a,b|c)
p(a|c)p(b|c) , where with ‘|’ we refer to conditioning

on specific variables for all factors in the ratio definition. If necessary, multiple variables are comma separated,
for example r(a, b; c|d) = p(a,b,c|d)

p(a,b|d)p(c|d) . Training conditional ratios is a straight-forward extension of NRE.

2
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In practice, solved via image-to-image convolutional neural network classifying each pixel individually 
if above or below threshold.

} embedding network
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if above or below threshold.
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Source sensitivity function: Probability that a source with flux  at position  will be detected by 
the network  marginalised over mock sky images. Rundown: 

1. Derive list of sources ,

2. Use network trained for  to derive detected sources and label source list accordingly,

3.  trained via a multi-layer perceptron taking the three input coordinates for flux and position 

plus detection label. 

F Ω
r1

(Fi, Ωi)
r1

r2
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Model produces bright sources everywhere in the allowed  
region of the sky given the model and its priors!

1. How to differentiate between detected and unresolved?
2. What is the probability to detect something at a specific 

position? (sensitivity — depends on crowdedness of  
the region + background)

2 Methodology35

Background TMNRE (and NRE in general) performs posterior estimation by solving a binary36

classification problem. Given a model p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z), where x is data, and z a set of37

parameters of interest, one trains a network to distinguish joined samples x, z ⇠ p(x, z) from38

marginal samples x, z ⇠ p(x)p(z). The networks learns to estimate the likelihood-to-evidence39

ratio r(z;x) = p(x|z)/p(x) 2, which we can use to obtain weighted samples from the posterior40

p(z|x) = r(z;x)p(z). In order to improve the network’s learning and maximise the simulator41

efficiency, TMNRE concentrates in stages the regions in parameter space from which training42

examples are drawn based on a target observation. Hence, this truncation scheme restricts the prior43

distribution’s support without modifying its shape, as opposed to other sequential methods that employ44

a posterior estimate as proposal distribution for generating simulations for the next round [15].45

Simulation model We consider here a simple hierarchical source model,46

p(x,~s,#) = p(x|~s)p(#)
YN

i=1
p(si|#) , (1)

where x is the observed sky map, si ⌘ (Fi,⌦i) denotes the flux Fi and position ⌦i of point source47

i, and # ⌘ {N,⌃, h} collects source population parameters, namely the number of sources N , and48

the parameters ⌃ and h that control the flux and spatial distributions respectively. Finally, we add49

instrumental effects to simulated maps. We give more details on the model in appendix A. We show50

examples of our simulated maps in the top row of the left panel of fig. 2.51

Source detection For source detection we consider the following likelihood-to-evidence ratio52

r1(⌦, Fth;x) ⌘
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦|x)
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦)

. (2)

Here, the denominator corresponds to the prior probability of having a source at position ⌦ with a53

flux F � Fth that exceeds some threshold flux Fth. The numerator is the corresponding posterior.54

We model the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2) as an image-to-image neural network that55

solves a binary classification problem in each image pixel. For simulated data, we call a simulated56

source si ‘detected’ when there is a corresponding compact region as function of ⌦ where the57

detection significance is above threshold, r1(⌦, Fth;x) > 5. This effectively leads to a split between58

sources that are clearly identifiable and ‘sub-threshold’ sources that are difficult to detect a individual59

instances. Below, we assign the detection label di = 1 (di = 0) to detected (undetected) sources.60

In order to characterize the split between detected and sub-threshold sources, we introduce a source-61

sensitivity function, S(F,⌦), which provides the probability that a source with flux F and at position62

⌦ would be detected by the ratio estimator in eq. (2). This function can be estimated by training the63

ratio estimator64

r2(d;F,⌦,x) ⌘
p(d|F,⌦,x)

p(d)
(3)

which is marginalised over all other sources and source parameters. By omitting the dependence on65

the map, x, which is then effectively marginalized, the ratio estimator can then simply be modeled66

as a R3 ! R multi-layer perceptron. The source-sensitivity function can then be estimated as67

S(F,⌦) = �(log(p(d=1|F,⌦)
p(d=0|F,⌦) ), where we have introduced the sigmoid function �(y) ⌘ 1/(1 + e�y).68

We can make the concept of source detection part of our model as follows. In a random realization,69

each source i will be either detected, di = 1 (with probability S(Fi,⌦i)), or not detected, di = 070

(with probability 1 � S(Fi,⌦i)). To keep notation simple, we omit di and instead group detected71

and non-detected (sub-treshold) sources together in vectors with corresponding subscripts, and write72

~s ⌘ (~sdet,~ssub). Taking into consideration this split, our model becomes73

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#)p(~ssub|#)p(#) . (4)
Importantly, although p(~sdet/sub|#) depends on the sensitivity function S(Fi,⌦i), the distribution74

of all sources p(~s|#) is the same as in eq. (1).75

2 In the next section we will use the notation r(a; b|c) = p(a,b|c)
p(a|c)p(b|c) , where with ‘|’ we refer to conditioning

on specific variables for all factors in the ratio definition. If necessary, multiple variables are comma separated,
for example r(a, b; c|d) = p(a,b,c|d)

p(a,b|d)p(c|d) . Training conditional ratios is a straight-forward extension of NRE.
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Source sensitivity function: Probability that a source with flux  at position  will be detected by 
the network  marginalised over mock sky images.  trained via a multi-layer perceptron taking 
the three input coordinates for flux and position. 
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region of the sky given the model and its priors!

1. How to differentiate between detected and unresolved?
2. What is the probability to detect something at a specific 

position? (sensitivity — depends on crowdedness of  
the region + background)

r2(d;F,⌦,x) ⌘
p(d|F,⌦,x)

p(d)
which is marginalised over all other sources and source parameters. By omitting the dependence on
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Source sensitivity function : Probability that a source with flux  at position  will be 
detected by the network  marginalised over mock sky images.  trained via a multi-layer 
perceptron taking the three input coordinates for flux and position. 
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2 Methodology35

Background TMNRE (and NRE in general) performs posterior estimation by solving a binary36

classification problem. Given a model p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z), where x is data, and z a set of37

parameters of interest, one trains a network to distinguish joined samples x, z ⇠ p(x, z) from38

marginal samples x, z ⇠ p(x)p(z). The networks learns to estimate the likelihood-to-evidence39

ratio r(z;x) = p(x|z)/p(x) 2, which we can use to obtain weighted samples from the posterior40

p(z|x) = r(z;x)p(z). In order to improve the network’s learning and maximise the simulator41

efficiency, TMNRE concentrates in stages the regions in parameter space from which training42

examples are drawn based on a target observation. Hence, this truncation scheme restricts the prior43

distribution’s support without modifying its shape, as opposed to other sequential methods that employ44

a posterior estimate as proposal distribution for generating simulations for the next round [15].45

Simulation model We consider here a simple hierarchical source model,46

p(x,~s,#) = p(x|~s)p(#)
YN

i=1
p(si|#) , (1)

where x is the observed sky map, si ⌘ (Fi,⌦i) denotes the flux Fi and position ⌦i of point source47

i, and # ⌘ {N,⌃, h} collects source population parameters, namely the number of sources N , and48

the parameters ⌃ and h that control the flux and spatial distributions respectively. Finally, we add49

instrumental effects to simulated maps. We give more details on the model in appendix A. We show50

examples of our simulated maps in the top row of the left panel of fig. 2.51

Source detection For source detection we consider the following likelihood-to-evidence ratio52

r1(⌦, Fth;x) ⌘
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦|x)
p(Ixo(F � Fth) = 1,⌦)

. (2)

Here, the denominator corresponds to the prior probability of having a source at position ⌦ with a53

flux F � Fth that exceeds some threshold flux Fth. The numerator is the corresponding posterior.54

We model the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2) as an image-to-image neural network that55

solves a binary classification problem in each image pixel. For simulated data, we call a simulated56

source si ‘detected’ when there is a corresponding compact region as function of ⌦ where the57

detection significance is above threshold, r1(⌦, Fth;x) > 5. This effectively leads to a split between58

sources that are clearly identifiable and ‘sub-threshold’ sources that are difficult to detect a individual59

instances. Below, we assign the detection label di = 1 (di = 0) to detected (undetected) sources.60

In order to characterize the split between detected and sub-threshold sources, we introduce a source-61

sensitivity function, S(F,⌦), which provides the probability that a source with flux F and at position62

⌦ would be detected by the ratio estimator in eq. (2). This function can be estimated by training the63

ratio estimator64

r2(d;F,⌦,x) ⌘
p(d|F,⌦,x)

p(d)
(3)

which is marginalised over all other sources and source parameters. By omitting the dependence on65

the map, x, which is then effectively marginalized, the ratio estimator can then simply be modeled66

as a R3 ! R multi-layer perceptron. The source-sensitivity function can then be estimated as67

S(F,⌦) = �(log(p(d=1|F,⌦)
p(d=0|F,⌦) ), where we have introduced the sigmoid function �(y) ⌘ 1/(1 + e�y).68

We can make the concept of source detection part of our model as follows. In a random realization,69

each source i will be either detected, di = 1 (with probability S(Fi,⌦i)), or not detected, di = 070

(with probability 1 � S(Fi,⌦i)). To keep notation simple, we omit di and instead group detected71

and non-detected (sub-treshold) sources together in vectors with corresponding subscripts, and write72

~s ⌘ (~sdet,~ssub). Taking into consideration this split, our model becomes73

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#)p(~ssub|#)p(#) . (4)
Importantly, although p(~sdet/sub|#) depends on the sensitivity function S(Fi,⌦i), the distribution74

of all sources p(~s|#) is the same as in eq. (1).75

2 In the next section we will use the notation r(a; b|c) = p(a,b|c)
p(a|c)p(b|c) , where with ‘|’ we refer to conditioning

on specific variables for all factors in the ratio definition. If necessary, multiple variables are comma separated,
for example r(a, b; c|d) = p(a,b,c|d)

p(a,b|d)p(c|d) . Training conditional ratios is a straight-forward extension of NRE.
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Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.

3 Results103

Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.

We apply the proposed methodology to the tar-104

get observation xo shown in fig. 2. We first train105

the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2)106

on data simulated from the full model shown107

in eq. (1), and then apply it to xo to obtain108

a detection map. From the detection map we109

derive a catalog of detected sources ~sdet, and110

define a truncated parameter space of interest,111

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1. In order to make source112

detection part of our model, we train the sensi-113

tivity ratio estimator in eq. (3) to estimate the114

sensitivity function S(F,⌦). We then generate115

targeted training data from our truncated simu-116

lation model in eq. (5). We show samples from117

the full model and the truncated one in fig. 2.118

Finally, we train two inference networks to cap-119

ture information regarding population parame-120

ters from sub-threshold and detected sources, as121

explained in section 2. We show the constraints122

on population parameters # from sub-threshold123

sources, detected ones, and their combination124

in fig. 3. The different posteriors are consistent125

with each other, indicating that the proposed in-126

ference framework automatically accounts for127

detection biases. The weaker constraint on the128

flux parameter ⌃ inferred from detected sources129

is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132

for the hierarchical model details).133

4 Conclusions134

We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144

4

1. Run ratio estimator  to obtain the detected sources for the observed sky .
2. Now label these detected sources ( ) since we know they must be there.

3. Truncate their priors such that:  

where  is a compact region around the source where .
4. Define a truncated model simulator that varies sub-threshold sources as before but only 

varies the properties of detected sources according to the truncated priors.

r1 x0
1…Ndet

1 = 𝕀x0
( ⃗sdet) =

Ndet

∏
i=1

𝕀x0(Ωi ∈ ℛi) 𝕀x0(Fi ≥ Fth)
ℛi r1 > 5

Constraining population parameters
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Constraining population parameters

Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.
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Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.
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ference framework automatically accounts for127

detection biases. The weaker constraint on the128

flux parameter ⌃ inferred from detected sources129

is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132

for the hierarchical model details).133
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We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144
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Figure 1: Illustration of our inference framework (see section 2 for details). Left panel: A source
detection network r1 and the corresponding sensitivity network r2 are trained based on the full
simulation model. Right panel: Bright sources are constrained in the truncated simulation model,
while sub-threshold sources vary freely. Two inference networks are trained to capture information
from sub-threshold sources (r3) and detected sources (r4).

Detection as truncation Truncating source priors in eq. (1) is difficult due to the the label switching76

problem (x is invariant under relabeling sources). However, once specific sources are detected,77

they can be labeled and ordered. Let us assume that Ndet sources were detected by the ratio78

estimator in eq. (2) in the regions Ri with i = 1, . . . , Ndet for a given observation of reference79

xo. Our ansatz for the indicator function, which selects a specific prior region, is Ixo(~sdet) =80 QNdet

i=1 Ixo(⌦i 2 Ri)Ixo(Fi � Fth) . Our truncation strategy is now to focus on the parameter space81

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1 for our data of interest xo. We can then write our truncated model as82

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#, Ixo(~sdet)) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#, Ixo(~sdet))p(~ssub|#)p(#)p(Ixo(~sdet)|#). (5)

Population parameters inference with truncation Given some observation xo, we want to83

estimate the posterior p(#|xo). Since the truncation affects parameters ~sdet whose prior depends on84

population parameters #, the truncation volume is not a constant factor, and the procedure requires85

extra care. We can estimate the posterior p(#|x) by considering the ratio86

r(#;x) =
p(#|x)
p(#)

'
p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)
=

p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)| {z }
⌘r3(#;x|Ixo (~sdet)=1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)| {z }
⌘r(#;Ixo (~sdet)=1)

. (6)

The second step in eq. (6) corresponds to the truncation approximation. It is exact (in the sense87

of leaving p(#|xo) unaffected) in the limit where p(xo|Ixo(~sdet) = 0) ! 0. Training that ratio88

estimator directly with TMNRE would be challenging since Ixo(~sdet) = 1 has very small support in89

the training data. Instead, we split the ratio into two computationally feasible ratios (this is in spirit90

similar to the telescoping ratio estimation approach presented in Rhodes et al. [20].91

The first ratio, r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1), can be estimated by training a peak-count network [21–23]92

on targeted data, that is truncated to Ixo(~sdet) = 1. The second ratio can be estimated as93

r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1) =
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1|#)
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)

p(~sdet)Ixo(~sdet)

p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)
=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)| {z }

⌘r4(~sdet;#)

p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) , (7)

so it can be estimated by training a network on detected sources lists on un-truncated training data.94

In practice, we generate weighted samples from the full posterior p(#|x) by sampling #,~sdet ⇠95

p(#)p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) with weights w = r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) · r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1).96

In the process, we trained four ratio estimation networks that are directly connected with traditional97

source analysis pipeline components: r1(⌦, Fth;x) performs source detection; r2(d;F,⌦,x) is the98

source sensitivity function; r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) constraints # based on sub-threshold sources99

(because detected sources are assumed to be fixed in the parameter space where Ixo(~sdet) = 1); and100

r4(~sdet;#) constraints # using the detected sources catalog. We show a schematic overview of the101

inference framework used in this work in fig. 1.102

3

Ratio estimator : Using truncated target simulations, i.e. images where the detected sources of 
 are fixed, infer population parameter posteriors. 

 
Peak-count network (embedding network) for training:  
(peak := pixel where all its neighbours contain smaller counts values.)

—> combination of convolutional neural network for  and peak-count algorithm.

r3
x0

r1
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Constraining population parameters

Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.

3 Results103

Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.

We apply the proposed methodology to the tar-104

get observation xo shown in fig. 2. We first train105

the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2)106

on data simulated from the full model shown107

in eq. (1), and then apply it to xo to obtain108

a detection map. From the detection map we109

derive a catalog of detected sources ~sdet, and110

define a truncated parameter space of interest,111

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1. In order to make source112

detection part of our model, we train the sensi-113

tivity ratio estimator in eq. (3) to estimate the114

sensitivity function S(F,⌦). We then generate115

targeted training data from our truncated simu-116

lation model in eq. (5). We show samples from117

the full model and the truncated one in fig. 2.118

Finally, we train two inference networks to cap-119

ture information regarding population parame-120

ters from sub-threshold and detected sources, as121

explained in section 2. We show the constraints122

on population parameters # from sub-threshold123

sources, detected ones, and their combination124

in fig. 3. The different posteriors are consistent125

with each other, indicating that the proposed in-126

ference framework automatically accounts for127

detection biases. The weaker constraint on the128

flux parameter ⌃ inferred from detected sources129

is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132

for the hierarchical model details).133

4 Conclusions134

We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144
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Figure 1: Illustration of our inference framework (see section 2 for details). Left panel: A source
detection network r1 and the corresponding sensitivity network r2 are trained based on the full
simulation model. Right panel: Bright sources are constrained in the truncated simulation model,
while sub-threshold sources vary freely. Two inference networks are trained to capture information
from sub-threshold sources (r3) and detected sources (r4).

Detection as truncation Truncating source priors in eq. (1) is difficult due to the the label switching76

problem (x is invariant under relabeling sources). However, once specific sources are detected,77

they can be labeled and ordered. Let us assume that Ndet sources were detected by the ratio78

estimator in eq. (2) in the regions Ri with i = 1, . . . , Ndet for a given observation of reference79

xo. Our ansatz for the indicator function, which selects a specific prior region, is Ixo(~sdet) =80 QNdet

i=1 Ixo(⌦i 2 Ri)Ixo(Fi � Fth) . Our truncation strategy is now to focus on the parameter space81

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1 for our data of interest xo. We can then write our truncated model as82

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#, Ixo(~sdet)) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#, Ixo(~sdet))p(~ssub|#)p(#)p(Ixo(~sdet)|#). (5)

Population parameters inference with truncation Given some observation xo, we want to83

estimate the posterior p(#|xo). Since the truncation affects parameters ~sdet whose prior depends on84

population parameters #, the truncation volume is not a constant factor, and the procedure requires85

extra care. We can estimate the posterior p(#|x) by considering the ratio86

r(#;x) =
p(#|x)
p(#)

'
p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)
=

p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)| {z }
⌘r3(#;x|Ixo (~sdet)=1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)| {z }
⌘r(#;Ixo (~sdet)=1)

. (6)

The second step in eq. (6) corresponds to the truncation approximation. It is exact (in the sense87

of leaving p(#|xo) unaffected) in the limit where p(xo|Ixo(~sdet) = 0) ! 0. Training that ratio88

estimator directly with TMNRE would be challenging since Ixo(~sdet) = 1 has very small support in89

the training data. Instead, we split the ratio into two computationally feasible ratios (this is in spirit90

similar to the telescoping ratio estimation approach presented in Rhodes et al. [20].91

The first ratio, r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1), can be estimated by training a peak-count network [21–23]92

on targeted data, that is truncated to Ixo(~sdet) = 1. The second ratio can be estimated as93

r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1) =
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1|#)
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)

p(~sdet)Ixo(~sdet)

p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)
=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)| {z }

⌘r4(~sdet;#)

p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) , (7)

so it can be estimated by training a network on detected sources lists on un-truncated training data.94

In practice, we generate weighted samples from the full posterior p(#|x) by sampling #,~sdet ⇠95

p(#)p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) with weights w = r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) · r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1).96

In the process, we trained four ratio estimation networks that are directly connected with traditional97

source analysis pipeline components: r1(⌦, Fth;x) performs source detection; r2(d;F,⌦,x) is the98

source sensitivity function; r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) constraints # based on sub-threshold sources99

(because detected sources are assumed to be fixed in the parameter space where Ixo(~sdet) = 1); and100

r4(~sdet;#) constraints # using the detected sources catalog. We show a schematic overview of the101

inference framework used in this work in fig. 1.102

3

Ratio estimator : Using lists of detected sources for not truncated simulations of the detected 
source catalogues, i.e.  determines the variations of the fluxes and positions of the detected 
sources. 
—> uses swyft’s in-built ResNet implementation

r
ϑ
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Performance on toy simulations:

Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.

3 Results103

Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.

We apply the proposed methodology to the tar-104

get observation xo shown in fig. 2. We first train105

the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2)106

on data simulated from the full model shown107

in eq. (1), and then apply it to xo to obtain108

a detection map. From the detection map we109

derive a catalog of detected sources ~sdet, and110

define a truncated parameter space of interest,111

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1. In order to make source112

detection part of our model, we train the sensi-113

tivity ratio estimator in eq. (3) to estimate the114

sensitivity function S(F,⌦). We then generate115

targeted training data from our truncated simu-116

lation model in eq. (5). We show samples from117

the full model and the truncated one in fig. 2.118

Finally, we train two inference networks to cap-119

ture information regarding population parame-120

ters from sub-threshold and detected sources, as121

explained in section 2. We show the constraints122

on population parameters # from sub-threshold123

sources, detected ones, and their combination124

in fig. 3. The different posteriors are consistent125

with each other, indicating that the proposed in-126

ference framework automatically accounts for127

detection biases. The weaker constraint on the128

flux parameter ⌃ inferred from detected sources129

is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132

for the hierarchical model details).133

4 Conclusions134

We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144

4

Detected and sub-threshold sources  
complement each other:
— luminosity fct. accessible via  
    sub-threshold sources
— spatial distribution more constrained by 
     detected sources
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The toy model shown before yields promising results. The simulator is not meant to reproduce  
the complexity of real gamma-ray data of the Fermi-LAT. We are currently improving the simulator in  
the following way: 

1. Source positions from physical models:  
    Galactic Cartesian frame —> Galactic longitude/latitude —> position image pixel indices 

2. Expected photon counts of sources from physical luminosity function  and  
gamma-ray emission spectrum : 
Luminosity —> flux via distance from drawn position —> flux normalisation via spectrum and 
considered energy range —> counts from multiplication with Fermi-LAT exposure 

3. Distance sampling of detected sources along line-of-sight 
4. Proper Fermi-LAT point spread function for target dataset (+ faster implementation than 

provided by the Fermi Science Tools)

5. Additional astrophysical background components (e.g. diffuse emission) 

6. Association of detected sources to different population classes (extragalactic objects, pulsars, 
supernova remnants, binaries, …) 
—> NONTRIVIAL: Requires further ratio estimators and networks to be trained on the way!

dN/dℒ
dN/dE

Swyft Workshop, Amsterdam 2023
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4. Proper Fermi-LAT point spread function for target dataset (+ faster implementation than 

provided by the Fermi Science Tools)
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How do we convince the astro community that this machinery works reliably 
and that it is suited to eventually shed light on the GCE?
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SBI must speak for itself. Our analysis pipeline must reproduce established 
literature results! 
 
Optimal science case: Composition of the high-latitude GeV gamma-ray sky

Why? 
1. Much less affected by Galactic diffuse emission than the Galactic centre (as I promised to 

ignore this level of complexity for now!)


Fermi-LAT diÆuse model

2.12917 4.81516log10 N

4FGL-DR2

0.25813 5.65761log10 N
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Why? 
1. Much less affected by Galactic diffuse emission than the Galactic centre (as I promised to 

ignore this level of complexity for now!)

2. Large amount of archival literature results on this matter, e.g. [M. Ajello+, Astrophys.J. 894 (2020) 2, 88], [M. A. 

Roth+, Nature 597 (2021) 7876], [M. di Mauro+, Astrophys.J. 856 (2018) 2], [S. Manconi+, Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 10] [M. Korsmeier+, Astrophys.J. 
933 (2022) 2]

SBI must speak for itself. Our analysis pipeline must reproduce established 
literature results! 
 
Optimal science case: Composition of the high-latitude GeV gamma-ray sky

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab86a6
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03802-x
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03802-x
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/aab3e5
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.103026
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ac6c85
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ac6c85
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Why? 
1. Much less affected by Galactic diffuse emission than the Galactic centre (as I promised to 

ignore this level of complexity for now!)

2. Large amount of archival results on this matter.

3. Currently a benign debate about the dominant component favouring either star-forming 

galaxies ([M. A. Roth+, Nature 597 (2021) 7876]) or blazars ([M. Ajello+, Astrophys.J.Lett. 800 (2015) 2] [S. Manconi+, Phys.Rev.D 101 

(2020) 10]).   —> Can swyft help?

Extended Data Figure 3: The diffuse isotropic �-ray and neutrino backgrounds The blue line and black points show the model-predicted and
observed �-ray background, and are identical to those shown in Figure 4. The red lines show our model prediction for the neutrino background (single
flavour) with Ecut = 100 PeV (solid line) and Ecut = 1 PeV (dashed line), computed as described in the Supplementary Information. We assume
a neutrino flavour ratio at the detector of (⌫e : ⌫µ : ⌫⌧ ) = (1 : 1 : 1). The red filled band shows a power law fit 73 to the single flavour astrophysical
neutrino background with the 90% likelihood limit, as measured by IceCube, which is also shown as grey points, where the horizontal bars show the
energy bin and the vertical bars the 1 � uncertainty limit.
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[M. A. Roth+, Nature 597 (2021) 7876]
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Fig. 3.— Top Panel: Integrated emission of blazars (with and without EBL absorption),
compared to the intensity of the EGB (datapoints from AC14). Lower Panel: as above,

but including also the emission from star-forming galaxies (gray band, Ackermann et al.
2012) and radio galaxies (black striped band, Inoue 2011) as well as the sum of all non-

exotic components (yellow band). An example of DM-induced !-ray signal ruled out by
our analysis is shown by the solid pink line, and summed with the non-exotic components
(long-dashed pink line). The inset shows the residual emission, computed as the ratio of the

summed contribution to the EGB spectrum, as a function of energy as well as the uncertainty
due to the foreground emission models (see AC14).

 [M. Ajello+, Astrophys.J.Lett. 800 (2015) 2]

star-forming 
galaxies blazars

SBI must speak for itself. Our analysis pipeline must reproduce established 
literature results! 
 
Optimal science case: Composition of the high-latitude GeV gamma-ray sky
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Why? 
1. Much less affected by Galactic diffuse emission than the Galactic centre (as I promised to ignore this level of complexity for now!)

2. Large amount of archival results on this matter (e.g. …)

3. Currently a benign debate about the dominant component favouring either star-forming galaxies (Crocker et al.) or blazars (Manconi et al.) 

can swyft help?


4. Southern Hemisphere largely probed by galaxy surveys and Dark Energy Survey, which provide 
multi-wavelength information about the physical distances to these source populations (more 
physical model than usually adopted).

SBI must speak for itself. Our analysis pipeline must reproduce established 
literature results! 
 
Optimal science case: Composition of the high-latitude GeV gamma-ray sky

DES data release 2

2MASS catalogue
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Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.

3 Results103

Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.

We apply the proposed methodology to the tar-104

get observation xo shown in fig. 2. We first train105

the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2)106

on data simulated from the full model shown107

in eq. (1), and then apply it to xo to obtain108

a detection map. From the detection map we109

derive a catalog of detected sources ~sdet, and110

define a truncated parameter space of interest,111

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1. In order to make source112

detection part of our model, we train the sensi-113

tivity ratio estimator in eq. (3) to estimate the114

sensitivity function S(F,⌦). We then generate115

targeted training data from our truncated simu-116

lation model in eq. (5). We show samples from117

the full model and the truncated one in fig. 2.118

Finally, we train two inference networks to cap-119

ture information regarding population parame-120

ters from sub-threshold and detected sources, as121

explained in section 2. We show the constraints122

on population parameters # from sub-threshold123

sources, detected ones, and their combination124

in fig. 3. The different posteriors are consistent125

with each other, indicating that the proposed in-126

ference framework automatically accounts for127

detection biases. The weaker constraint on the128

flux parameter ⌃ inferred from detected sources129

is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132

for the hierarchical model details).133

4 Conclusions134

We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144

4

1. SBI and in particular swyft allow for harnessing the full potential of gamma-ray data of 
current generation instruments (Fermi-LAT) and next-generation telescopes (Cherenkov 
Telescope Array). 

2. Re-analysing the GCE with SBI is a highly non-trivial task requiring large interdisciplinary 
efforts. —> At LAPTh we are working on creating the necessary task force! 

3. Point source detection and parameter reconstruction with swyft already works for gamma-
ray toy models. Extensions of the method are currently under development.

4. The first litmus test of swyft’s potential  
     regarding gamma-ray data will be the  
     high-latitude gamma-ray sky. 
    —> Also here: potential to shed light on a  
          (minor) controversy.

Extended Data Figure 3: The diffuse isotropic �-ray and neutrino backgrounds The blue line and black points show the model-predicted and
observed �-ray background, and are identical to those shown in Figure 4. The red lines show our model prediction for the neutrino background (single
flavour) with Ecut = 100 PeV (solid line) and Ecut = 1 PeV (dashed line), computed as described in the Supplementary Information. We assume
a neutrino flavour ratio at the detector of (⌫e : ⌫µ : ⌫⌧ ) = (1 : 1 : 1). The red filled band shows a power law fit 73 to the single flavour astrophysical
neutrino background with the 90% likelihood limit, as measured by IceCube, which is also shown as grey points, where the horizontal bars show the
energy bin and the vertical bars the 1 � uncertainty limit.
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Fig. 3.— Top Panel: Integrated emission of blazars (with and without EBL absorption),
compared to the intensity of the EGB (datapoints from AC14). Lower Panel: as above,

but including also the emission from star-forming galaxies (gray band, Ackermann et al.
2012) and radio galaxies (black striped band, Inoue 2011) as well as the sum of all non-

exotic components (yellow band). An example of DM-induced !-ray signal ruled out by
our analysis is shown by the solid pink line, and summed with the non-exotic components
(long-dashed pink line). The inset shows the residual emission, computed as the ratio of the

summed contribution to the EGB spectrum, as a function of energy as well as the uncertainty
due to the foreground emission models (see AC14).
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Culprits of recent (Fermi-LAT) gamma-ray analyses

27Christopher Eckner, eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr 27

Known (and unknown) source populations are a tricky part of Galactic centre analyses: 
 
1) template fits: — work with catalogue data (4FGL-DRX) —> selection bias 
                            — refit position & spectra of bright sources (in fermipy: requires approximate 
                                 instrument response functions to be computationally tractable)

                            — less bright (but detected) sources typically treated as unity 
                            — unresolved population part left out (or inserted as a “smooth” component) 

2) non-Poissonian fits/1pPDF: — populations effectively injected from source count distribution  
                                                         dN/dS (and might allow for a particular spatial distribution)

                                                    — no catalogue data necessary 
                                                    — unresolved fraction taken into account 
                                                    — approximate instrument response functions  
                                                    — rigid templates for diffuse components


3) machine learning approaches: — capable of treating point sources from physical spatial and 
                                                              spectral distributions 
                                                         — diffuse emission can be treated more flexible (small-scale 
                                                             variations via Gaussian processes) —> physically realistic/Is it 
                                                             allowed by the observational uncertainty of the gas distribution?

Swyft Workshop, Amsterdam 2023

SBI already applied to GCE in [S. Mishra-Sharma, K. Cranmer, PRD 105 (2022) 6] (normalising flows). The 
results point to 50%/50% DM/MSP contribution. I am not convinced by the level of model 
detail, though. (Ask me later for further criticism.)
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